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Abstract— An efficient visual cryptography in internet 

voting system has not been developed yet in our country. 

Traditional voting system is used in our country which is not 

safe and secure. After developing a system for online voting 

we can save user’s valuable time and increase the 

percentage of voting and also it provides security. Web 

based voting allows the voter to cast his vote from any 

remote location in state or out of state to the candidate 

which is participated in election ,if and only if he safely 

logged  in the system with the correct password which is 

generated using VC scheme after stacking the two shares. 

Where the share 1 is send by Admin to e-mail id of voter at 

the time of registration and the share 2 is saved at the system 

database. It is made available during election for his login. 

Voter will get the secret password to cast his vote only after 

combining share 1 and share 2 using V. Visual 

Cryptography (VC) is a secret share generation scheme in 

which an image is converted into shares. The hacker cannot 

get any information by observing any one of the share. We 

can get the information about the original image only after 

stacking number of shares. There are three different scheme 

present in visual cryptography 2 out of 2 VC, k out of n VC, 

n out of n VC. 2 out of 2 VC has been used for an efficient 

voting system. Even if the hacker get password of one share, 

it is not possible to get the password of the second share, as 

it is sent to the E-Mail Id of the voter. Thus IVS provides 

high security to the voting system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The system mainly develop for corporate company election 

to elect President,  Secretary  and  other  board  members 

even if the members may be working  across  the world  and 

it  is  difficult for  them  to cast their vote. A web based 

polling system allows the voter to cast his vote 

confidentially from any remote location. In the year of 2001 

general election in Washington State, 69% of votes were 

casted by mail. Thus Internet voting system provides high 

security using Visual Cryptography. 

A. Traditional Voting System: 

In traditional voting system polling booth is setup in school 

and community halls. Before one week voter’s card is 

distributed. From this card people get the information about 

candidate participated in election, location of voting and 

time of voting which is predefined by an Election 

Authorities. During the day of election a polling booth is 

opened for at least 8 hours. Election authorities take 

fingerprints of different person. This system provides a 

higher security risk. A person may with duplicate voting 

card be able to also cast his/her vote. Such a method is not 

effective. It must be stopped. For maintaining such a system 

large amount of man power required therefore it is quite 

difficult to complete election in a single day. 

B. Internet Voting System 

Internet voting [3] generally refers to Remote Internet 

voting system in which client software and server software 

communicates with each other using internet. There are 

three types of Internet Voting System: Remote, Kiosk and 

poll-site voting. Each of this system has its own security 

requirements.  In remote voting the voter himself has control 

over the voting client and operating environment.  In Kiosk 

voting, the election officials installed the voting client, but 

the voting environment is out of election official’s control. 

In Poll-site voting, election officials have control voting 

client as well as the operating environment.  Visual 

cryptography system was developed for remote Internet 

voting. Visual cryptography system also has the ability to 

carry out small-scale and large-scale election. 

C. Visual Cryptography 

VC scheme is used to encrypt the text, notes, and picture. 

Decoding process is done by human visual system .Suppose 

there are n number of voters then n number of shares are 

generated which is in encoded format. Each voter gets one 

share [5, 6]. Voter gets original image only after stacking 

images one over another.  Web site voting using VC scheme 

allows the voter to cast his vote from any remote location. In 

IVS system voter can allow to vote for the candidate only if 

he get the correct password that is generated only after 

merging of the two shares.   

In IVS we use 2-out-of-2 VC for voting system.  

Even if the hacker gets one share it  is  impossible for him  

to  get  the  other  share  of  the password which is  sent to 

the E-Mail Id of the voter. Thus IVS system provides both 

way securities to the voting system.  

There are three types of visual cryptography 

schemes  

1) 2 out of 2 Visual Cryptography Scheme 

In VC scheme, the secret image is divided into two shares. 

The IVS uses 2 out of 2 Visual secret sharing schemes [7]. 

To get the original image, these two shares are required to 

be stacked together [8].  

2) n out of k Visual Cryptography 

In VC scheme, the secret image is divided into two k 

number of shares. 

Then the secret image can get from any n number 

of shares among k. 

3) k out of k Visual Cryptography 

Here original secret image is divided into k number of 

shares and to reveal the original image all the k number of 

shares is stacked together. 

Among these three schemes 2-out-of-2 VC scheme 

is efficiently used because in other two schemes number of 

shares are generated and it is not possible to handle number 

of shares and it requires more security. In 2-out-of-2 VC 
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scheme two shares are generated which is easy to handle 

and concerned less security issue.  

 
Fig. 1: 2-out-of-2 VC scheme 

This scheme is implemented in three phases  

a) Generation of shares: 

Suppose there are n numbers of voters then n numbers of 

shares are generated randomly. 

Each pixel of image is converted into four sub pixel 

of two share images.  

b) Embedding Process: 

Embedding process involves embedding of binary images in 

covering shares. In this shares are divided into blocks. Each 

block contain sub pixel. In embedding process pixel in the 

embedding position are replaced with sub pixel of share 

matrix. 

c) Recover Original Image: 

Recovering of original image can be done by human visual 

system directly. To get the original image we have to stack 

the shares one over the other. After stacking is completed 

we get the original image.    

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Various techniques are presented for Internet Voting System 

using Visual Cryptography which are freely or easily 

available on internet. 
In this paper author proposed first visual 

cryptography scheme in which secret image is divided into 

number of meaningless share images. Any single share 

image does not give the information about the secret image. 

They presented the concept of k out-of -n visual 

cryptographic scheme. The system suffers the drawbacks 

such as pixel expansion, sophisticated code book design 

requirement and managing number of shares [1]. 

In fact when number of shares increases the 

management of this share becomes difficult. To overcome 

the problem of management of shares author proposed a 

extended visual cryptographic scheme in which secret image 

is divided into meaningful shares. But size of share images 

becomes four times larger than the secret images [2].   

 To overcome such a drawback author proposed a 

new scheme in which meaningful shares are generated and it 

also reduces the pixel expansion. In this VSS scheme we can 

get complete secret image but cannot achieve progressive 

image sharing [3]. 

 In this author proposed a technique such that they 

can get progressive image sharing in which image can be 

constructed using multilevel quality. It provides better 

quality of image but the system needs extra time for 

computation [5]. 

 In this author proposed a system which reduces a 

extra computation time. In this technique they combine 

progressive VC based VSS and user friendly VC based VSS 

but pixel expansion is four time [6]. 

A new VSS scheme has advantages which 

overcomes above drawbacks as 

1) Pixel expansion reduced 

2) Sophisticated codebook design removed 

3) Share can be managed easily  

4) Reconstruction of secret image progressively 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our proposed system we are going to develop an efficient 

visual cryptography scheme for secure internet voting for 

users which are at any remote places. It will save valuable 

time of voter and helps in increasing percentage of voting. 

The basic idea is that the Candidates can poll their votes 

from anywhere during election time. 

Features of proposed system:- 

1) Remote access voter  

2) High Security  

3) Session Management  

4) Reduced paper-work and human efforts 

5) Centralized Administration  

That all features can be obtained by implementing 

the extended visual cryptography. The result of creation and 

stacking of shares. In the registration phase the most 

important part is the creation of shares from the secret image 

where one share is kept with the user and rest of the share 

can be kept within the server. For login, the user needs to 

enter a valid username and password which is provide by 

OPS system at the time of registration. At the time of voting 

staking of the share is done. If match is found then voter 

eligible for vote, if mismatch is found then it is logout from 

the process. 

 
Fig. 2: Proposed System Architecture 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this system, the elections can be conducted for companies 

which are situated at different places in the world. This 

system can also be used for public elections. Election can be 

conducted using Internet Voting with the help of visual 

cryptography. Voters are working at different remote 

location can also participate in election by using this system. 

It will reduce the cost and time. It offers many benefits 

through Internet based voting system including increase 

percentage of voting . It must be consider human factors and 

security carefully by voting system and it provide surety to 

the voters with reliable as well as intuitive indications of the 

validity of the voting process. For providing the mutual 
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authentication for and election servers as well as voters the 

proposed system uses visual cryptography. 
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